
From: pauline hanson
To: *CI-StPaul_LH-Licensing
Subject: LICENSE NUMBER 20240000668 MC"s Hog LLC
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2024 8:12:29 AM

I am writing in response to the License Application Notification of the 173
Western Avenue North property of Handsome Hog.  We are a neighboring property
that has been present in most hearings regarding the establishment of the
outdoor patio and neighboring parking lot that was tied to the patio, as it
was portrayed as handling establishment needs.  At that time I believe the
slots indicated on the application in the parking lot were somewhere in the
neighborhood of 23 spots.  In reality there are 19.  In addition it was said
that they rented the YMCA property adjacent to the AA Market to cover parking
needs.  That no longer is true.  The parking lot on Western and Selby
immediately behind the building has five or six parking spaces noted as
"manager" parking.  The purpose in noting the above is that all of these
representations made by MC'S Hog LLC or its predecessor owner were not a word
that held true.  

The volume of the patio in the summer as we sit outside trying to enjoy our
property, we are subjected to the hoots and hollers of someone finishing a
shot of alcohol or whatever the cheers of the moment may be.  In stating
that, it is not that I am opposed to fun, but believe it inconsiderate as a
neighbor to create a mood for all that live nearby.  An experience was
mourning the loss of a family member and gathering together only to
participate in the outdoor patio of Handsome Hog.

Under the Recommended License Conditions item 4 regarding surveillance and
the need for it 24 hours and reporting to the SPPD I must say is alarming.

In closing, it should not be a taxpayer's onus to fight for parking near
their home just to be able to carry in groceries, or invite an elderly parent
over, or are grown children carrying their babies while coming for a visit.

In your license conditions I ask that you look again at their patron parking,
employee parking and the noise concerns and the honesty of those asking for
permission and the representations made to be somehow enforced and how they
plan to do that.

Pauline Hanson 
404 Dayton Avenue
651.399.3331 (please keep private/redact if made public record)

Please indicate you have received this to be considered timely for the
Deadline Response Date 
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